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Ice Accretion: Growth of ice, function of theheat balance between the heat released viathe phase change and other parameters.
Fig. 4 highlights α1, function of wind speed,droplet size and cylinder diameter. For turbineicing wind speed is adjusted based on RPMof the turbine
Fig. 5 shows how colder temperatures arerequired to freeze ice as more cloud masscontacts the turbine blade (α3).

Figure 4. Trajectory of different sized
droplets around a cylinder (Makkonen,
2000).

Ice Ablation: Melting/evaporation, sublimation or shedding of ice
iceBlade Model includes sublimation and wind erosion terms.Sublimation is solved by an empirical solution from Srivastavaand Coen (1992). Wind erosion term was added as a numericalfit, based on the kinetic energy of the wind.
Total Shedding of ice occurs when the mesoscale modelforecasts a temperature above freezing.
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Introduction

The growth of ice on a wind turbine can pose it many problems. Icing can create a potentialsafety risk due to ice shedding (fig. 1), lead to production losses which reduce profits (fig.2), and can increase loads, thereby reducing the turbine lifetime.
Icing Model

Figure 5. Impact of temperature and mass flux on ice.

Figure 1. Photo illustrating Ice shedding & accretion on
a turbine in Grenchenbuerg Sweden (Lasko et al,
2010).

Figure 2. Wind turbine power curve at
different air temperatures. The deviation
from the power curve at colder
temperatures is believed to be the result
of icing.

Figure 11. Timeseries of ice mass for different
WRF sensitivities. MVD values were constant for
5, 10, 15, and 20 curves, while they were
calculated using a cloud particle count of 250 in
the black curve.

Mesoscale Model Comparison

Figure 6. Energy (red) and mass (blue) flows for
ice undergoing melting or sublimation.

Figure 11 shows that the SBUYLin scheme produces very little ice mass compared to theother two schemes, which is largely due to the limited amount of cloud water from thatparameterization. The Thompson scheme generally shows the most ice.
The different prescribed MVD values show large variation in the amount of ice, but the twolargest droplet sizes show very similar durations. The calculated MVD tends to have icemass lower than the prescribed value of 15 microns. This is expected as the MVD varies withcloud amount in the calculated value.
Figure 12 shows the impact of the wind erosion term, which greatly reduces the ice mass forthe second half of November. This term is key for long term simulations of icing.
During cold temperatures very little ice is removed, compared to the growth rate of the ice,while most of the ice is removed via the 100% shedding method used when temperatureswere above freezing.

Icing Forecast System
Figure 3. Illustration of a wind turbine
power forecasting system which
includes icing.
Green objects: Preexisting
Yellow objects: Updated for icing
Red objects: Need update for icing
Blue objects: New for icing model
Dashed lines signify items still in need
of development / updating.

Figure 9. Modeled cloud amounts for
sensitivity studies. Qc is liquid cloud water,
Qr is rain water, Qi is cloud ice, and Qs is
snow.
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Observed Icing
Observed icing has to be infered from theturbine data. The current approach uses theobserved power curve and nacellemeasurments. Fitting a smooth to the standarddeviation of observed power at each 0.1 m/sbin of wind speed, and subtracting that fromthe empirical power curve of each turbine.
This curve is used as a threshold as shown infig. 1, and when more than 3 points cross thisline with a nacelle temperature less than 3°C,those points are marked as iced.
There is large variation in the amount of icingacross the different turbines.
In general we found that most of the turbinesexperienced the same icing periods, howeverthere were some periods where only a fewturbines were iced, particularly at thebeginning and end of the period.

The ability to forecast turbine icing and model expected power losses (fig. 3) could help tominimize risks both by identifying sites prone to icing during the planning phase, andestimating production losses in the short term.

Equation 1. Makkonen Equation for Ice Mass, ω is the
liquid water content, and ν is the wind speed, A is the
cross sectional area. The α terms are efficiency terms.
For liquid icing, α2 is set to 1. Figure 7. Example of

wind erosion of rock.

Figure 8. Icing periods for 41 individual turbines, and wind farm icing classes based on how
many turbines were iced.

Figure 10. Temperature evaluation at 6
wind parks. Nacelle temperatures are the
park mean values.

WRF mesoscale model was runfor 9 sensitivity tests with a matrixof 3 PBL schemes and 3microphysics schemes.
Fig. 9 shows the impact of theseschems on the cloudhydrometeors. The precipiationwas almost equal across theschemes, so it cannot be used todetermine which scheme isoptimal. The Thompsonmicrophysics scheme had themost liquid cloud water content,which suggests it is best representing supercooled clouds.

Temperature analysis in fig. 10, shows WRF has a large cold biasespecially at colder temperatures.

Power Loss ModeliceBlade evaluation

Figure 13. Density plot of root squared error
for times with observed icing, comparing the
unadjusted park power curve (park_pc) and
the power curve with modeled power loss
(all_gam). Vertical lines are the RMSE.

Figure 12. Timeseries of ice mass at a wind park
showing the impact of the wind erosion term.
Colors highlight how the model compares with
the obsered icing signal.

Figure 13. Same as figure 12, but for model
bias for the density, and mean bias for the
vertical lines.

The Power loss model was created as a hierarchical model, splitting the dataset into two piecesdepending on if ice was forecast or not. Then each split was modeled using a generalized additivemodel.
The ice side of the model, shown in figures 13 & 14, had the WRF wind speed, accreted ice, andaccumulated ice as its inputs. The GAM model was fit for year 1, using data from all 6 wind parks.The year 2 results are the model prediction based on the previous fit.
The model improves both the bias and error estimates at most wind farms. The largest changecan be seen in the bias plot, where several of the large over predicted values in the unadjustedestimate are removed, and there is a larger spread of negatively biased values.
An additional sensitivty was run where each park was fit indivually and this method tended toresult in the overfitting of the model, likely due to the lack of icing events in a given year.




